
Harbour Side Cushion

Designed and made by Sally Ablett

Size: 18” x 18”

DESIGN 1 DESIGN 2 DESIGN 3

DESIGN 1

Fabric 1: fat¼ - A175.2 (Harbour with sea green sea) 
Fabric 2: fat¼ - A176.1 (Cream fishermans knot) 
Fabric 3: fat¼ - A177.3 (Captain on navy blue)
Fabric 4: fat¼ - A178.1 (Fishing boats on grey)
Fabric 5: fat¼ - A179.2 (Lobster & anchor on aqua)
Fabric 6: fat¼ - BB81 (Light linen)
Fabric 7: fat¼ - BB78 (Earth)
20" square wadding
½yd - ½mtr backing

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS (Harbour Side Collection)

DESIGN 2

Fabric 1: fat¼ - A175.3 (Harbour with navy blue sea)
Fabric 2: fat¼ - A176.3 (Grey fishermans knot)
Fabric 3: fat¼ - A177.1 (Captain on cream)
Fabric 4: fat¼ - A178.2 (Fishing boats on sea green)
Fabric 5: fat¼ - A179.3 (Lobster & anchor on navy blue)
Fabric 6: fat¼ - BB81 (Light linen)
Fabric 7: fat¼ - BB92 (Nighttime blue)
20" square wadding
½yd - ½mtr backing

DESIGN 3

Fabric 1: fat¼ - A175.1 (Harbour with aqua sea)
Fabric 2: fat¼ - A176.2 (Aqua fishermans knot)
Fabric 3: fat¼ - A177.2 (Captain on aqua)
Fabric 4: fat¼ - A178.3 (Fishing boats on navy blue)
Fabric 5: fat¼ - A179.1 (Lobster & anchor on cream)
Fabric 6: fat¼ - BB91 (Slate grey)
Fabric 7: fat¼ - BB89 (Sea green)
20" square wadding
½yd - ½mtr backing



CUTTING

Use ¼" seam allowance throughout. Press all seams open unless otherwise noted

1. From fabric 1 cut:
2 x 5¾" x 5¾“

2. From fabric 2 cut:
2 x 1½" x 18½"
2 x 1½" x 16½"

3. From fabric 3 cut:
2 x 5¾" x 5¾“

4. From fabric 4 cut:
2 x 2¼" x 7½"
2 x 2¼" x 5¾"

5. From fabric 5 cut:     
2 x 2¼" x 7½"
2 x 2¼" x 5¾"

6. From fabric 6 cut:
2 x 1½" x 8½"
2 x 1½" x 7½"

7. From fabric 7 cut:
2 x 1½" x 8½"
2 x 1½" x 7½"

MAKING UP

Lay out all you cut pieces for cushion. It is made up of four small blocks

Bottom left and top right are made the same way, as is the top left and bottom right

DESIGN 1

Bottom Left Block Top Right Block

Sew strips to the large square on one to the left and the other one to the right

DESIGN 2

Bottom Left Block Top Right Block

DESIGN 3

Bottom Left Block Top Right Block



Sew your strips to the large square left on one and right on the other one

Join the four squares together in rows and then the rows together to complete the centre block

Add the strips sides and then the top and bottom

Place onto the wadding and quilt by hand or machine

CUSHION BACK

Cut:
1 x 9¾" x 18½"
1 x 13¾" x 18½"

1. Make a double fold to wrong side along one long edge on each backing rectangle and stitch in 
place

2. Place cushion front right side up on work surface. Lay one backing rectangle right side down on 
top, aligning raw edges at bottom edge and sides. Add second backing rectangle on top right side 
down and aligning raw edges at top edge and sides. Pin in place. Folded edges should overlap by 
several inches at centre

3. Stitch around all four edges. Add line of zigzag stitches within seam allowance on all four edges 
for additional strength

4. Turn right side out and insert an 18" cushion pad

DESIGN 1

Top Left Block Bottom Right Block

DESIGN 2

DESIGN 3

Top Left Block Bottom Right Block

Top Left Block Bottom Right Block


